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Comments 1. The increase in traffic in the area which already difficult to access will be terrible. A259 is already
chocka block, plus access the A259 takes you through other built up areas and across other rail
crossings....the crossing in Littlehampton by Morrisons is already backed up to Lyminster. I know its
says everyone will use the A259..will they..other access routes are just not suitable for mass HGV use.
2. Its a popular cycling and walking area and paths are already scarce let alone with another 120+
lorries on the roads everyday...One death through this will too many! 3. An 85m chimney in an area
that relies on tourism- there must be better areas for this to go 4. Pollution 5. Smell...a much bigger
plant than exists 6. Detritus and Spillages 7. All of the above is after its built...the disruption to the
area during building will be colossal 8. How will this affect the health of Prisoners/Officers who cannot
move away? 9 How will this affect Local House Prices for Residents of villages in the area, already
blighted by the prolonged A27 fiasco....NOTE I am not one of these 10. Why are the "pretty pictures"
taken on a mysteriously misty day.....and even so it basically shows you will see this from over 10km
away quite clearly..>More pictures from local tourist spots would be needed Generally the impact to
the surrounding area will be very harmful. There is no guarantee the 56 jobs will be locally sourced. Or
that the plant will be built by a local or even UK based company, or use locally sourced trades etc. It
provides no service to the area specifically, waste is already collated and can be burned anywhere.
With COVID-19 This is not a priority and should be stepped back to allow for proper local consultation
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